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our knowledge of living animals and plants have been immense, and

have far surpassed all the data previously obtained for generalizing,

concerning the relation of certain types of organization to particular

climates. The tropical and temperate zones of South America and

of Australia have been explored; and, on close comparison, it has

been found that scarcely any of the species of the animate creation in

these extensive continents are identical with those inhabiting the old

world. Yet the zoologist and botanist, well acquainted with the

geographical distribution of organic beings in other parts of the

globe, would have been able, if distinct groups of species had been

presented to them from these regions, to recognize those which had

been collected from latitudes within, and those which were brought
from without the tropics.

Before I attempt to explain the probable causes of great vicissitudes

of temperature on the earth's surface, I shall take a rapid view of
some of the principal data which appear to support the popular

opinions now entertained on the subject. To insist on the soundness
of these inferences, is the more necessary, because some zoologists
have undertaken to vindicate the uniformity of the laws of nature,
not by accounting for former fluctuations in climate, but by denying
the value of the evidence in their favour.*

Proofs from fossil shells in tertiary strata.- In Sicily, Calabria,
and in the neighbourhood of Naples, the fossil testacea of the most
modern tertiary formations belong almost entirely, to species now

inhabiting the Mediterranean; but as we proceed northwards in the
Italian peninsula we find in the strata called Subapennine an
assemblage of fossil shells departing somewhat more widely from the
type of the neighbouring seas. The proportion of species identifiable
with those now living in the Mediterranean is still considerable; but
it no longer predominates, as in the South of Italy and part of Sicily,
over the unknown species. Although occurring in localities which
are removed several degrees farther from the equator (as at Sienna,
Parma, Asti, &c.), the shells yield clear indications of a hotter
climate. Many of them are common to the Subapennine hills, to the
Mediterranean, and to the Indian Ocean. In some cases those in a
fossil state correspond in size with living individuals of the same
species from the tropics. Whereas those from the Mediterranean are
dwarfish and appear degenerate, and stunted in their growth lbr
want of conditions which the Indian Ocn still supplies.

This evidence is of gieat weight, and is not neutralized by anyfacts of a conflicting character; such, for instance, as the association,
in the same group, of individuals referable to species now confined to
arctic. regions. Whenever any of the fossil shells are identified with
living species foreign to the Mediterranean, it is not in the Northern
Ocean, but nearer the tropics that they must be sought: on the

* See two article-, by the Rev. Dr. f Professors Guklotti of and
Fleming, in the Edinburgh New Phil. Bonelli of Turin, pointed out to 11W, 111Journ. No. xii. p. 277., April, 1,829 ; 1828, many examples in coiiljrniatiou ofand No. xv. p. 65., Jan. 1830. this point.
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